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Background
People with low back pain (LBP) often have reduced muscle strength and endurance, which may compromise the functional capacity of spinal stability and flexibility. As a result, clinicians commonly assess muscle fatigability in subjects with LBP, which is one of the most common types of musculoskeletal pain [1, 2] .
Several studies have investigated the difference between entropic measures and frequency of power spectrum for surface electromyography (EMG) to non-invasively evaluate localized muscular fatigue [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . Previously, we confirmed that the entropy measurement for characterizing neuromuscular alterations is reliable [8] ; however, the sensitivity of entropy it is still unknown. It is important to study entropy in order to objectively assess localized muscle fatigability and power spectrum measurements when considering pain level.
Several studies also have identified a difference between easily fatigued back muscles and LBP based on endurance tests [9] [10] [11] . However, there is a lack of research regarding erector spinae (ES) muscle fatigue following specific exercise interventions in subjects with chronic LBP. Core stability exercises (CSE) may improve co-contraction of the trunk muscles which could restore stability to the spine and, theoretically, may protect it from biomechanical stresses and further injuries [12] .
Core strengthening of trunk muscles included the paraspinal and gluteal muscles in the back, the diaphragm as the roof, and the pelvic floor and hip girdle musculature as the bottom [13] . It has been reported that back extensor and abdominal strength are still considered the gold standard for analyzing a predisposition to back injuries [14] [15] [16] . Therefore, our study investigated ES muscles following CSE in order to evaluate the core muscles as a unit to stabilize the limbs.
There is a connection between localized muscular fatigue and EMG spectral analyses for back muscle endurance following intervention [17] [18] [19] . The plateau value of the entropy was lower for subjects with LBP than for individuals in the control group. In addition, the entropy associated with the LBP subjects saturates at very short times -2 orders of magnitude shorter than for the healthy subjects [4] . Pathology/dysfunction is associated with less variability between the entropy time dependence by subjects with and without LBP [3] [4] [5] .
Subjects with LBP have less endurance and thus smaller median frequency (MF) during sustained muscle contractions [19] [20] [21] . The signal from surface EMG is the instantaneous algebraic summation of action potentials from muscle fibers, and its power spectrum can be estimated from a fast Fourier transform of the signal. Therefore, the MF of the EMG power spectrum is sensitive to physiological manifestations of muscle fatigue as an alternative assessment tool to identify muscle fatigue [20, 21] . However, there is a lack of research comparing this tool with other nonlinear measurements based on pain level.
During a fatiguing contraction, a compression of the power spectrum of the EMG signal to lower frequencies is typically observed [22] . This phenomenon is measured during a contraction as a decrease in the MF of the EMG signal. Individuals with better endurance exhibit a less precipitous decay rate of the MF [21] . Thus, it would be important to compare the results between Shannon entropy levels of the EMG and MF of the spectral quantities following intervention to enhance outcome measurements. However, there have been few investigations of a specific therapeutic intervention that considers pain level changes as well as other objective measurements in subjects with chronic LBP.
Therefore, the purpose of this study was to assess the effects of 4 weeks of CSE intervention based on entropic measures of thoracic and lumbar ES muscle fatigability compared with MF based on power spectral analyses in subjects with chronic LBP. We hypothesized that the entropic measures of muscle fatigability would be more sensitive than MF following CSE intervention.
Material and Methods

Selection of subjects
Volunteers for this study were subjects who presented with LBP, met study inclusion criteria, and experienced a disturbing impairment or abnormality in the functioning of the low back for more than a 2-month duration [23] . Subjects were eligible to participate if they: 1) were 21 years of age or older and 2) had LBP for more than 2 months without pain referral into the lower extremities. Individuals were excluded from participation if they: 1) had a diagnosed psychological illness that might interfere with the study protocol, 2) had experienced overt neurological signs (sensory deficits or motor paralysis), or 3) were pregnant. Subjects were withdrawn from the study if they requested to withdraw. Those subjects who met study inclusion criteria received information regarding the purpose and methods of the study and signed a copy of the Institutional Review Board-approved consent form. After inclusion in the study, the subjects were randomized into 1 of 2 groups using a computer-generated random list. In total, 32 subjects were enrolled in the study (15 females and 17 males). Eligible participants were assessed and randomly allocated to either a CSE or control group. Of the 32 subjects, 13 (41%) were assigned to the SCE treatment and 19 (49%) to the control group.
Pain level
Subject disability was inferred from self-reported scores on the Million pain interference visual analogue scale (MVAS), which was given to each subject during the initial and final testing sessions. The MVAS includes 15 questions, which are answered by marking a point on a 100 mm line anchored at each end. Responses range from 0-100 mm, where 100 represents maximum disability.
EMG measurement
The EMG measurements were obtained from the participants and repeated under identical conditions after 4 weeks. No subjects underwent any traumatic event or injury between the 2 different measurement days.
In this study, the endurance of the back muscles was determined by using a modified version of the isometric fatigue test as originally introduced by Sorensen [2] . The subjects' upper bodies were positioned with their iliac crests at the edge of the table; their lower bodies were secured at the ankles and hamstring level using seatbelt straps. Subjects held their arms across their chests with each hand placed on the opposite shoulder while standard verbalized encouragement was given throughout the test (Figure 1 ).
The EMG electrodes were placed bilaterally over the greatest convexity of the thoracic ES at the T10-T11 level and the lumbar ES muscles at the lumbar 4-5 levels with a 5 cm distance between electrodes of each pair. The electrode sites and the distance of the electrodes were carefully determined for each subject according to Zipp [24] . The EMG signals were pre-amplified at the skin (gain 35×) and further amplified downstream (bandwidth 20-4000 Hz; model D-100 preamplifier and model ENG 55 driver amplifier, Therapeutics Unlimited, Iowa City, Iowa) with the total system adjusted for each subject to allow maximal amplification without saturation of the analogue-to-digital converter. The EMG signal was fed through a low-pass filter (cut-off frequency 480 Hz at 6 dB per octave) and subsequently passed to a BNC connector board (BNC 2080, National Instruments, Austin, Texas). The signal also interfaced with a 12-bit analogue-todigital converter (AT-MIO-16E-10; National Instruments) that amplified 100 times and sampled each channel at 1024 Hz. The digitized data were stored on computer disks for subsequent analysis.
Using standard Fast Fourier Transform of the EMG data, the power spectrum for each 1-second time interval was obtained. The MF of the signal, <f>, was calculated from the spectrum for each 1-second time interval.
The EMG signals from the isometric fatigue test were transformed into their frequency spectrum using a wavelet analysis. The MF of the spectrum was then recorded. After dividing the range of X(t) into 500 equal-sized bins, a histogram was used to determine the probability distribution p j,t . The entropy is calculated from:
where Pj is the probability for outcome number 'j' of a given experiment. The above equation is the standard formulation of uncertainty as it has the following features: (i) the lowest entropy (S=0) corresponds to 1 of the outcomes being certain (ie, probability 1) and the others never occurring (ie, probability 0); (ii) the largest value for the entropy, S=lnM, is achieved when all outcomes are equally likely [all probabilities are equal to each other Pj=1/M]; and (iii) S is additive over partitions of the outcomes [4] .
The variance of the EMG signal during 1-second time intervals was calculated. The variance remained constant and did not exhibit any significant time dependence during the 1-minute test. However, the variance showed a sharp peak at the beginning and/or end of the test period for some subjects. Because of this peak, the raw EMG time series, y i , was averaged during a 10 ms moving window: Since the variance showed no systematic time dependence, the EMG time series is consistent with a stationary random process. However, more stringent tests are needed to confirm these results. The description of the EMG signal as a random walk (Brownian motion) is based on an interpretation of the signal x n at time n as random jumps at discrete times. It follows that the sum X(t)=x s +x s+1 +…+x s+t is the displacement between times s and s+t. The mean square displacement is defined as (t)=á[X(t)-<X(t)>] 2 ñ. Here, the bracket < > indicates the average with respect to initial times.
The Shannon (information) entropy of the time series quantifies the degree of "noisiness" of a signal. After dividing the range of X(t) into 100 equal-sized bins, we determined the probabilities, P i , from the histogram. The entropy was calculated as S=-S P i lnP i . Following standard practice, entropy was reported in arbitrary units. If the displacement X follows a Gaussian distribution, the entropy is approximately proportional to the logarithm of the variance (e.g., S(t) ~ln [∆(t)]). The entropy S versus time t exhibits a plateau for t >10 ms. This plateau value of S(t) was referred to as the entropy. The detailed entropy calculation process is fully described in previous studies [3] [4] [5] 25] . Our previous data were partially used in this study in order to monitor the effects of the exercise intervention.
The CSE protocol
Those subjects who were assigned to the CSE group came into the lab once a week for 4 weeks in addition to performing the exercises at home daily for 20 minutes. The subjects were supervised in the lab in order to ensure that the exercises were performed correctly. To ensure adherence, the subjects kept an exercise log and phone calls were made to each subject at least once a week. The intensity of the exercises was at the subject's tolerance level, and the subjects were encouraged to report any problems immediately. Participants in the control group were asked to maintain their current activities and/or exercise levels during the study.
In Table 1 the CSE approach utilized in this study is commonly advocated in the rehabilitation of LBP patients [19, 26] .The exercise program consisted of 5 different types of exercises, such as upper body extension in prone position, alternate arm and leg lift in quadruped position, alternate arm and leg lift in prone position, and diagonal curl-up and straight curlup in supine position. The quadruped exercises, performed from an all-fours position with the arms and legs extending reciprocally, is used to recruit the trunk and hip extensors.
Statistical analysis
Descriptive statistics were used to compare the mean and standard deviation of each muscle group as well as subject characteristics. The entropy levels of the EMG signals and MF for the thoracic and lumbar ES muscles were compared. The repeated measure analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to examine any significant differences between power spectrum analysis for MF and entropy levels of the EMG signals based on nonlinear time series before and after the intervention.
Regarding the design of experiments and ANOVA, a main effect is the effect of an independent variable on a dependent variable averaging across the levels of any other independent variables [27] . Therefore, the level of pain was considered with regards to both outcome variables (entropy level and MF).
The entropy values of the EMG and MF based on the power spectrum were analyzed to compare the differences between pre-and post-exercise intervention. The MathCad package (MathSoft, Cambridge, MA) was used for this analysis, which was loaded onto a PC running the Windows XP operating system. For all statistical tests, type I error rate was set at 0.05.
Preliminary power analyses associated with comparing the 2 independent treatment groups, conducted under the assumptions of setting type I error rate at 0.05 with 2-tailed testing and assuming effect sizes of 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, and 0.9, produced estimated power values of 0.10, 0.26, 0.50, 0.63, 0.75, and 0.84, respectively. Since these power estimates would be associated with follow-up tests of simple effects (eg, exploring the nature of a treatment by time interaction for outcomes), these power estimates are potentially conservative on 2 counts. First of all, the sample sizes are smaller than would be involved in effects that take advantage of multiple observations per subject; and second, the effect size is likely to be larger than estimated due to the expected and reasonably large correlations in outcomes within patients across time.
results
The subjects' demographics are summarized in Table 2 . Thirty-two subjects who are right hand dominant completed this study. There were 13 subjects in the CSE intervention group (average age of 50.4±9.1 years) and 19 subjects in the control group (average age of 46.6±9.1 years). Overall, there was no sex difference between groups (c 2 =1.17, p=0.25). The subjects in the exercise group were slightly taller (172.8±7.5 cm) than the control subjects (167.8±7.8 cm), but height was not significantly different between groups (t=1.78, p=0.09). Body weight was not significantly different between groups (t=1.68, p=0.11), nor was the number of months since pain onset (t=0.11, p=0.91).
Before the intervention, the pain level was 41.11±12.8 for the CSE group and 32.85±11.9 for the control group (Figure 2) . However, following intervention, the pain level was 31 Table 2 . Summary of subject demographics with group differences. *p<0.05.
Type of exercise Description
Upper body extension
With pillow supporting abdomen, clasp hands behind back and lift body off floor. Keep chin tucked while lifting in prone position.
Alternate arm and leg lift
Keep knee locked and lift leg 8-10 inches from floor along with opposite arm in quadruped position.
Alternate arm and leg extension on all fours
Raise opposite arm and leg in quadruped position. Do not arch neck.
Diagonal curl-up
Keeping arms folded across chest, tilt pelvis to flatten back in supine position. Lift head and shoulders from floor while rotating to one side.
Curl-up
With arms at sides, tilt pelvis to flatten back in supine position. Raise shoulders and head from floor. Use arms to support trunk if necessary. 
discussion
The purpose of this study was to assess the effects of 4 weeks of CSE based on entropic measures of thoracic and lumbar ES muscle fatigability compared with MF based on power spectral analyses in subjects with chronic LBP. Following the intervention, the level of pain reported by all subjects decreased significantly; however, there was no difference in pain reduction between groups. This result indicated that subjective measures based on the MVAS pain scale might not be sufficiently sensitive to differentiate the changes. The Shannon entropy levels of the EMG and MF based on power spectrum analysis were also not significantly different between groups following the intervention.
The Shannon entropy measurement, on the other hand, demonstrated significant interactions between muscles and groups following treatment. The results of this interaction indicated that the joint effects based on muscle, group, and intervention were discernibly larger and significant among those explanatory variables [28] . When 2 or more explanatory variables are considered simultaneously, one could ask whether their joint effect is significant on the response variable. In our study, the factorial design was used in order to investigate the main effect, which is what the independent variables elicit when averaged out over each other as well as interaction effects among those variables.
The term interaction has a very precise statistical meaning and refers to how the effect on the response of 1 explanatory variable depends on the level of 1 or more other explanatory variables [28] . The general definition of interaction implies that if there is no interaction among 2 explanatory variables, then the effect of 1 explanatory variable is constant or remains the same across all levels or values of the other. If the effect of 1 factor depends on the level of another factor, the 2 factors involved are said to interact, and the contrast involving all these levels is called their interaction [28] . The results of our study indicated that the entropy levels of the EMG signals demonstrated significant interaction between muscles and groups following treatment. Therefore, the effect of the entropy level has an interaction with group and depends on another explanatory variable, which is entropy change among muscles following treatment.
The MF increased following the completion of the CSE program for both groups. The increased MF results indicated enhanced endurance following the intervention; however, there was no significant difference between groups. People with chronic LBP often have decreased muscle endurance, which may compromise the functional capacity of the spine and increase the likelihood of re-injury [29] . Numerous studies have also identified an association between LBP and easily fatigued back muscles based on back muscle endurance [10, 11, [30] [31] [32] . However, the MF changes based on power spectrum analysis were not sensitive enough to determine whether 4 weeks of the CSE intervention is capable of altering patterns of localized muscle fatigue in chronic LBP.
Regarding the thoracic and lumbar ES muscles, the response of the MF change was significantly different. The thoracic part of the ES muscle may have played an important role in spinal endurance for subjects with LBP even though there was no significant relationship between the MF of the ES muscles. As our previous study indicated, the increased fatigability of the thoracic part needs to be emphasized [33] . Therefore, rehabilitation strategies for subjects with LBP might effectively create a stabilizing moment at the lumbar part in order to maintain spinal stability.
The results of the study indicated that there was no statistical difference following the intervention to affect entropy levels of the EMG signals or the MF based on power spectrum. The CSE involves the co-contraction of muscles, which may restore stability to the spine and theoretically protect it from biomechanical stresses and further injuries [34] . According to Janda, the ES muscles stiffen more than the abdominal muscles in subjects with LBP [35] . A 4-week exercise intervention significantly reduced LBP without group difference. The overall change in entropy levels of the EMG signals and the MF were not significantly different given the limited exercise period. The differences may not be detected either because the measurement was not sensitive enough or because physiologic changes did not occur [36] during the short period of time of the intervention.
Another important finding of our study indicated that the entropy levels of the EMG signals demonstrated significant interaction between muscles and groups following treatment; however, the MF did not demonstrate this interaction. The significant interaction effect of the entropy between muscles and groups following treatment for muscle endurance during the 1-minute back extension test supports the characteristics of the recorded signals that occurs with fatigue [38] . Exercises for graded activity programs can be used to increase trunk muscle endurance and decrease pain [38, 39] . Undoubtedly, other muscles participated in the load sharing during the testing as well as when subjects performed the intervention exercises. The attachment of the lumbar ES muscles, rather than the thoracic ES muscles, results in an effective lever arm for lumbar stabilization. Therefore, the lumbar ES muscle is more effective in creating a stabilizing moment over the lumbar vertebral segments during the test [40, 41] .
Our previous study indicated that control subjects revealed significantly larger entropy levels of the EMG than the subjects with LBP [5] . Thus, the results of the current study consistently demonstrated a connection between physiological "health" and complexity [6, 42] . We also explored the use of entropy derived from time series as an alternative quantitative measure of EMG signals that can be used in a clinical assessment [5] . It was evident that the entropy levels of the EMG decreased following the intervention.
The results of our current study indicated that the entropy levels of the right thoracic and left lumbar muscles were higher even though there were no statistical differences in the entropy levels. As indicated in Figure 2 , the right thoracic and left lumbar muscles demonstrated higher entropy levels. This pattern might be necessary to maintain the Sorensen testing position; therefore, further investigation based on the handedness of the subjects is warranted, since muscle development could be related to LBP. Although there was no significant entropy level difference, the entropy level of the thoracic ES was higher on the right side than on the left side. Both sides of the thoracic and lumbar trunk muscles were also different, and this difference was significant when the exercise intervention was considered.
Therefore, the results of this study indicated that Shannon entropy might be a valuable tool for use in measuring the difference of outcomes following the exercise intervention. Future studies should include a larger sample size and include control groups in order to generalize the results. Follow-up, randomized controlled trials to more fully investigate treatment effects, and factors that might mediate these effects, should also be pursued. conclusions 1. The average pain levels reported by the subjects decreased significantly following 4 weeks of the CSE program. However, the subjective pain level change measurement tool was not statistically different between groups.
2. This study investigated back muscle fatigability following exercise intervention in subjects with chronic LBP. The
